
CAPCE CE Program Member Disclosure 

Background: 
This disclosure reflects requirement of the CAPCE Accreditation Manual, Section 1.5 Conflict of 
Interest Disclosures: CE providers must secure from authors and faculty a written conflict-of-
interest disclosure that, at a minimum, includes responses to the items listed below. A statement 
regarding any conflict of interest or absence thereof must be posted at the beginning of each 
activity regardless of mechanism of delivery (traditional live classroom, DL, VILT). These 
completed statements must be kept on file for three years and made available to CAPCE on 
request. 

To abide by this standard, Rykerr Medical LLC will maintain a completed copy of this document 
on the Rykerr Medical website so that potential and active Participants in CE Activities have 
access to view these details. 

Specific Premises: 
Disclose any financial relationship one has with organizations (other than the CE provider) and 
include a brief description of the nature and purpose of the organization(s). 

Disclose one’s position of employment, including the nature of the business of the employer, the 
position held, and a description of daily employment responsibilities. 



Disclose any outside relationships held with any person or entity from which the CE provider 
obtains substantial amounts of goods and services, or which provides services that substantially 
compete with the CE provider where the relationship involves holding a position of 
responsibility; a substantial financial interest (other than owning less than a 1% interest in a 
publicly-traded company); or the receipt of any unusual gifts or favors.  

Disclose any financial interests or positions of responsibility in entities providing goods or 
services in support of EMS practice other than owning less than a 1% interest in a publicly 
traded company. 

Disclose any other interest that may create a conflict of interest or the appearance of a conflict of 
interest with CAPCE or with the CE provider.  

Autograph: 
By signing below, I attest that the answers on this Disclosure are true and honest and in no way 
shady or deceitful.  I also agree to update/ resubmit this form as things change with time.  Lastly, 
I understand that this Disclosure will be made available to the public on the Rykerr Medical 
website and that I can remove myself from the Rykerr Medical CAPCE Program at any time 
(which would result in my disclosure being taken down from the website). 

Christopher Dilger (Feb 8, 2021 17:57 CST)

Christopher Dilger

https://na2.documents.adobe.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAtNFb70B-eM-N0H9JwbvysdKtmoMPvmFu
https://na2.documents.adobe.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAtNFb70B-eM-N0H9JwbvysdKtmoMPvmFu

	Direct Competition: None
	Other Stuff: None
	Employment: employed by HCA Healthcare resident physician provide emergency medical care to patients. 
	Financial Disclosure: None
	EMS Stuff: None


